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Abstract
This paper presents the development and real-time testing of an automated expert
diagnostic telehealth system for the diagnosis of two respiratory diseases, asthma
and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). The system utilizes Android,
Java, MATLAB and PHP technologies and consists of a spirometer, mobile application
and expert diagnostic system. To evaluate the effectiveness of the system, a
prospective study was carried out in three remote primary healthcare institutions,
and one hospital in Bosnia and Herzegovina. During the 6 months, 780 patients were
assessed and diagnosed with an accuracy of 97.32%. The presented approach is
simple to use and offers specialized consultations for patients in remote, rural and
isolated communities, as well as old and less physically mobile patients. While
improving the quality of care delivered to patients, it was also found to be very
beneficial in terms of healthcare.

Introduction
The right to adequate healthcare, at anytime and anywhere, to anyone, is one of the
main goals of modern society. Technological progress, development of theInternet of
Things (IoT), and availability of smart devices have dramatically transformed
healthcare and influenced the development of tele-health. Accessibility, affordability
and availability are the main benefits of these systems providing a medium for
information dissemination, interaction and collaboration among stakeholders [1,2].
In the telehealth concept, patients communicate with medical professionals using
personal computers, tablets, or smartphones. These applications enable both patients
in remote, rural and isolated communities, as well as old and less physically mobile
access to healthcare. Because of this, telehealth applications have gained a
considerable amount of international interest [3,4]. Telehealth application’s usage in
the management of chronic diseases as well as delivery of healthcare to rural, remote
areas have been investigated in the last decade [5-9].
It is predicted that by 2020, chronic respiratory diseases will become the world's
biggest cause of mortality [10]. Management of chronic respiratory diseases demands
correct and on-time diagnosis, responses, and therapy. Following guidelines by the
Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) [11] and Global
Initiative for Asthma (GINA) [12], COPD and asthma are diagnosed using information
acquired from static and dynamic assessments of patients. Static assessment provides
basic information regarding patient symptoms while dynamic assessment refers to
the testing of patients’ lung capacity and function by performing functional
Spirometry (SPIR) and/or Impulse Oscillometry (IOS) [13]. Diagnosis performed with
multiple parameters can be achieved by utilizing computer-based methods in medical
diagnosis. Several researchers proposed systematic approaches for COPD and asthma
diagnosis based on artificial neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy logic (FL), as well
expert systems (ESs) [14-20]. Badnjevic et al. [14,15] classified respiratory
abnormalities using an ANN and FL inference system based on spirometry (SPIR)
and/or impulse Oscillometry measurements. They proposed an automated expert

system that was able to analyze patient testing results and symptoms based on a
system questionnaire. These studies performed validation on hundreds of patients
and reported very high accuracy predictive rates, stating the benefits of automated
COPD and asthma diagnosis.
With the development of telehealth applications, researchers investigated the
combination of expert systems and mobile applications in the health sector as well.
Burgos et al. [21] examined the efficacy, acceptability and usability of a web-based
application for forced spirometry in primary care and proved that remote assistance
of medical specialists in primary healthcare units is very beneficial since it allows the
delivery of healthcare to remote areas, where medical specialists may not be available
at all times. Remote applications created more patient involvement through the
interactive exchange of information with trained medical personnel. Other
interactive telehealth systems have been developed and validated [22-27], but only a
few of them included real-time diagnosis. A simple telehealth system consisting of an
expert system and mobile application for COPD and asthma diagnosis, based on
previously developed and validated expert systems [14,15], was proposed by
Badnjevic et al [28]. Similar solutions have been proposed for diagnosis of other
conditions such as hypotension [23], diabetes [24] and others [25].
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of introducing a telehealth
application into a healthcare system. Our hypothesis was that an accurate expert
diagnostic system could differentiate patients with asthma, COPD or normal lung
function and provide the support of a medical specialist to a medical professional in
remote areas resulting for timely diagnosis and increased quality of care. To test our
hypothesis, we used developed expert systems [22] and tested telehealth applications
on 780 patients enrolled in a prospective study following recommendations of
researchers in this field, international standards and requirements in healthcare
systems. During the 6-months, 780 patients were assessed and our results showed
that the developed telehealth system was reliable and as such would be beneficial for
healthcare institutions, especially in primary and remote healthcare institutions.

Methods
A. Telehealth system
The telehealth system proposed in this study uses a simple spirometer with a
Bluetooth module, Matlab based Expert System application, and Android based
mobile application. Detailed system architecture and data flow is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Telehealth system architecture for monitoring chronic respiratory
diseases
Portable spirometers: are used by medical professionals to acquire measurements of
relative parameters needed in COPD/asthma diagnosis. Portable spirometer used in
this study can be connected to a mobile phone using Bluetooth. Any commercially
available portable spirometer with this communication module is applicable for this
telehealth system.
Android based mobile application: is developed for the Android operating system and
implemented in Java using Android Studio 2.0 IDE (Integrated Development
Environment). It is installed on a mobile phone and used for initiating spirometry
data recording, formatting and data transmission.
Expert System for classification of Asthma and COPD [14,15,22]: stored on the server,
performs analysis of the measured data. ES like this, based on neural networks and
fuzzy logic have proven very successful in diagnosing other medical conditions such
as Alzheimer's disease [28], subjects stress level [29], Metabolic syndrome [30],
diabetes and cardiovascular diseases [31,32], as well as respiratory diseases [33-35].
The result of classification with this ES is automatically sent back to the medical
professional who initiated the diagnosis process in the form of a mobile application
notification, e-mail or message, depending on availability of network. The results of
classification are also stored at the database located in the server and can be assessed
subsequently. If needed medical professionals at primary healthcare institutions can
alert medical specialists to get an additional opinion needed for disease diagnosis, to
help him form the most appropriate and accurate medical opinion to determine the
patient treatment. The result of classification helps medical professionals the
diagnosing of a patient and prescribing next steps for patient. The integration of real-

time transmission and expert system allows this telehealth system to be applied as a
health monitor as well.
Prospective study To evaluate system performance, a prospective study was
developed in three primary healthcare institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina and
the General Hospital in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. The criteria for including
primary healthcare institutions into the study was that they were located in remote
areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina and that they lacked a respiratory and pulmonary
medical specialist. The study duration was six months. Prior to the study, ethics
committee approvals were acquired as well as the patients’ informed consent.
Healthcare institutions also approved all procedures and measurements conducted
in this study.
At each primary institution, a spirometer with Bluetooth module and smartphone
with installed application were provided. Two medical professionals were trained to
work with the application and spirometer, a doctor and a medical technician. The
testing protocol was adopted with all professionals included in the study. All
diagnosis established during the study were confirmed by a medical specialist.
During the six month period, the proposed system was tested in real-time on 780
subjects, 63.6% male subjects and 36.4% female subjects. The average age of male
subjects was 47.6 years, and females 45.2 years. In average 47.4% of the subjects
were previously treated for other respiratory conditions but never had a final
diagnosis of disease. Informed consent of all patients included in the study was
obtained and the study protocol was explained to them. Each diagnosis was
established by medical specialist and compared with diagnosis suggested by
telehealth system.

Results and discussion
As indicated in Table 1, for a study lasting six months, out of 780 patients, 218 with
asthma were successfully diagnosed. Additionally, 169 patients with COPD were
diagnosed, while 393 patients were diagnosed as healthy patients. All results of
classification made by the proposed system were confirmed by medical professional
before being sent to patients, in order to ascertain if the classification was
appropriate.
Out of 780 patients, 2.1% of cases resulted in inconclusive testing. As indicated in
Table 1, out of the 218 patients with an asthma diagnosis, only 5% required additional
testing. For COPD, this situation was encountered in 2.9% of the cases. All healthy
subjects were classified accurately by the expert system.
Table 1. Performance of telehealth system
780
patients
Asthma
COPD
Healthy
Total

ES’s diagnosis
confirmed
207
164
393
764

Inconclusive
testing results
from ES
11
5
0
16

Diagnosis confirmed by
medical specialist
207
164
393
764

ES accuracy
94.95%
97.00%
100.00%
97.32%

Regarding the expert system classification results, three scenarios are possible:
1. Medical professional at primary healthcare institution agrees with the result
of ES and confirms the result.
2. Medical professional at primary healthcare institution disagrees with the
result of ES and therefore needs a medical specialist’s opinion in order to
confirm or reject ES result.
3. Result of ES is INCONCLUSIVE and medical professional at primary healthcare
institution needs a medical specialist’s opinion in order to perform the
diagnosis and determine the next step of patient treatment.
Following the second possible scenario, as seen in from Table 2, in 38.77% of cases
encountered during this study, the medical professional from the primary healthcare
institution needed a medical specialist’s confirmation of the diagnosis regardless of
the expert system’s output. In these cases, the expert system suggested the correct
classification result, but the medical professional from the primary healthcare
institution couldn’t confirm the diagnosis with high certainty, therefore a medical
specialist’s opinion was of great importance. In these cases, a medical specialist
confirmed the diagnosis established by the expert system. Based on this scenario,
Table 2 shows the cost benefits of introducing an expert system in everyday activities
in primary healthcare institutions, especially in remote, rural areas.
Table 2. Telehealth application necessity in diagnosis of COPD and Asthma
780
patients

ES’s
diagnosis

Diagnosis at
primary health
care institution
(CONFIRMED)

Medical specialist
needed for
establishing
diagnosis

Savings achieved on
accurate diagnosis of
patient status at primary
healthcare level

Asthma

207

111

96

5.661,00 EUR

COPD

164

131

33

6.681,00 EUR

Healthy

393

226

167

11.526,00 EUR

Total

764
100%

468
61.23%

296
38.77%

23.868,00 EUR
61.3% of total cost
estimated for 764 patients

*The costs of SPIR testing for Bosnia and Herzegovina are taken as approximate values based on various pricing from
public and private healthcare institutions in January, 2018
**Calculation were done according to price of SPIR testing for patients + the average price of a filter needed during
pulmonary tests + average costs of hourly visit to medical professional roughly + additional blood gas analysis
(complete panel price per patient)

Given the fact that in the last 17 years (2000 - 2017), the number of European internet
users has increased 936%, and statistics show that approximately 77% of the
population in Europe has access to the Internet [36-38] it is only a matter of time
when customized telehealth applications will be actively in use in everyday patient
activities. Telehealth is already regulated by different policies [37] so 70% of Member
States of the European Union have a national e-health policy or strategy, 13% have a
national policy or strategy regarding big data utilization in the health sector, 49%

have government-sponsored m-health plans and 62% of Member States address
telehealth in their policies or strategies [38]. The advantages of technology-based
healthcare are most evident in cases where people live in either rural or distant areas,
or have a limited movement capabilities, like the subjects covered with this study. In
these cases, the risk of late disease diagnoses is high which can lead to fatal
consequences. To increase people’s awareness regarding their own health and to
reduce mortality rates, it is important to enable access to appropriate and on-time
healthcare, therefore appropriate telehealth systems.
The presented approach is a simple to use solution and has shown enormous
potential in the accurate classification of respiratory diseases. Such solution is
particularly useful for implementation in remote, rural and isolated communities, and
to old and less “physically” mobile patients. The advantage of the proposed solution
is that recordings of the patient’s health parameters are done under standard
conditions, so that stress usually caused by visiting special healthcare institutions do
not have a negative influence on the measurement results. This significantly
contributes to the accuracy of recorded parameters and consequently to the more
precise classification of respiratory disease and diagnosis.
Conclusions
This paper presents telehealth system for diagnosis of COPD and asthma. Healthcare
providers using solutions like this have faster and more secure access to all the data
they need to care for the patient. Therefore, reliable and precise data collection,
synchronized and secured data exchange are mandatory to make accurate decision
making.
Performance results have shown a high level of classification accuracy and fast
disease diagnosis, therefore significantly reducing the necessity for redundant testing
and inadequate medication proving that remote access to healthcare significantly
contributes to cost-effectiveness.
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